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Cooperative Purchasing—What is It?
Should I Use It?

By Nicola Reid, QPA, Purchasing Agent, Stafford Township
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ccording to the Local Public Contracts Law
(N.J.S.A. 40:11-1 et seq.) and the Division
of Local Government Services Cooperative
Purchasing Guide, cooperative purchasing is when two
or more local contracting units join together for the
provision of performance of goods or services.

What does that mean?
Cooperative Purchasing is an additional purchasing tool available to local governments (municipalities, schools, and counties).
Working with your purchasing agent (PA) or Qualified
Purchasing Agent (QPA), a cooperative purchasing contract
may be utilized when purchasing goods and services without
advertising for bids.

Types of cooperative systems
Throughout the State of New Jersey and nationally, cooperative
purchasing systems have been formed to offer cooperative
contracts that provide savings, convenience, and flexibility to
local governments when purchasing various goods and services.
The various types of cooperative systems available to municipalities in New Jersey include the following.

Cooperative Pricing System (N.J.A.C. 5:34-7.3)
A local contracting unit advertises for bids and awards a
master contract to a successful vendor for its own quantities
and the estimated quantities submitted by the individual
registered members. (Must register as a member.)

Joint Purchasing System (N.J.A.C. 5:34-7.3)
The lead agency serves as the purchasing agent for the membership of the system with all of the duties and responsibilities
associated. (Must register as a member.)

Regional Cooperative Pricing System (N.J.A.C. 5:34-7.13)
A New Jersey local cooperative pricing system composed
of two or more registered cooperative pricing systems and
their participating contracting units which have agreed to join
together for the provision and performance of goods and
services, including the purchase of energy.

Commodity Resale System (N.J.A.C. 5:34-7.15)
A New Jersey local purchasing system in which a local
contracting unit purchases gasoline, diesel fuel, snow removal
chemicals, public works materials, or supplies for its own
consumption and then sells all or a portion thereof to another
local contracting unit. (Must register as a member.)

County Cooperative Contract Purchasing System
(N.J.A.C. 5:34-7.21)
A system that formed by a county and in which the county
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advertises for bids and awards a contract to the successful
vendor. Only those entities within the county boundary can
participate in the county cooperative contracts.

NJ State Cooperative Purchasing (N.J.A.C. 5:34-7.29)
Local contracting units may, without advertising for bids,
purchase any goods or services from designated cooperative
contracts through the New Jersey Division of Purchase and
Property.

National Cooperative Purchasing (N.J.S.A. 52:34-6.2(b)(3))
A state, regional, or single government agency awards contracts
for itself and extends the contracts to other government agencies
throughout the United States. (Must register as a member.)

How do they work?
The lead agent, defined as the contracting unit responsible
for the management of the cooperative purchasing system in
the Local Public Contract rules (N.J.A.C. 5:34-1 et seq.), will
publicly advertise for the receipt of cooperative bids. Depending
on the cooperative system, estimated quantities may be requested
from the participating members.
Awarded cooperative contracts will list those vendors who
have agreed to extend their contract prices to the participating
cooperative members.
Prior to utilizing a cooperative contract, the local government
must complete the registration process associated with each
system. The lead agent for each system will be able to assist the
contracting unit with the new member registration (if applicable),
thereby enabling the local unit to become an active participating
cooperative member and avail the town to those contracts.

Governing body responsibility
The participating contracting unit needs to determine if the
total purchases, in the aggregate and during the same contract
year, will exceed the contracting units bid threshold. If the total
cost of the contract (one-time purchase or multiple purchases)
exceeds the contracting units bid threshold within the same
year, a resolution of contract award shall be adopted the by
governing body.
Cooperative Purchasing can be a valuable purchasing tool to
have in your purchasing tool box. Cooperative contracts provide
the contracting unit with the accessibility and opportunity to
utilize various contracts without publicly bidding (as the work
has already been done for you) and may provide cost savings
as well.
As always, the contracting unit should do their homework. The
prices available through a cooperative contract should be evaluated
to determine, based on price and other factors, if the cost savings
or convenience is advantageous to the contracting unit. e
This column is for informational purposes only, and is not intended as legal or
financial advice. Please consult your professional staff on issues of interest.

